timeless. ageless. iconic. first-class. archetypal. They all mean “classic.” Trends are all well and good, but sometimes you crave that which is enduring. You need to surround yourself with things that you know will stand the test of time. That is why we created The Classic Portfolio.

Have you ever asked yourself why some things never go out of style? The little black dress, a red sports car, a great steak? The reason is deceptively simple. When something is so perfect from the outset, there is simply no room for improvement.

It is the same with furniture—some looks are so enduring, they have not only stood the test of time, but influenced the styles that followed.

A multitude of design details heighten the genuine allure of Louis Philippe. Box mitering on the drawers adds dimension, while bun feet soften the overall look. What’s more, the drawers of each piece are built with solid cedar, an aromatic flourish. The final touch—bail hardware—provides yet another nod to the pattern’s refinement.

But it is in the finishes where Louis Philippe truly shines. Two multi-dimensional options give the gently rounded surfaces of Louis Philippe an appealing sense of touch. Orleans is a rubbed antiqued dark brown finish that imparts a rich and dignified sensibility. Burnished Honey offers a more casual elegance with its medium-toned honey finish.

Great products, great finishes, great scale, great design—that is the heart and soul of Louis Philippe and all of The Classic Portfolio. No matter what room in your home, when you want to build a space based on the finest in quality and style, there is no better foundation.

Start building your classic décor today.
finish / wood characteristics

Louis Philippe is available in two finishes, Burnished Honey and Orleans. Both finishes infuse every piece with a sense of touch and visual dimension. Burnished Honey is a mid-tone option with a warm and hearty allure, while Orleans offers a darker take on a cherry finish, which is both refined and intimate. Both finishes are completed by a build-up of rubbed English paste wax to craft a rich shine and smoothness.

hardware

Featuring an antiqued bronze finish, Louis Philippe’s hardware perfectly matches its classic charm. A shield and key knob is an eye catching detail, while the bail pulls are a fluid interpretation of the timeless style.
Creating a mood of GRACIOUS COMFORT has never been easier.

TOP: Luxury is in the details, such as the corner step molding that frames the Landscape Mirror.

BOTTOM: Classic bun feet sweeten the Old World charm of the Night Stand.
06 Dressing Chest, 30 Landscape Mirror, 52 Sleigh Bed, 80 Night Stand, all Burnished Honey finish (details p. 12)
ABOVE: Combining a variety of effects, from a stepped back case front to box mitering on the drawer fronts for a captured drawer space, the Chest achieves multiple levels of depth.
058-13-30  
**Landscape Mirror**  
Orleans  
(details p. 12)

058-13-05  
**Dresser**  
Orleans  
(details p. 12)

058-63-30  
**Landscape Mirror**  
Burnished Honey  
(details p. 12)

058-63-06  
**Dressing Chest**  
Burnished Honey  
(details p. 12)
TOP: Protect and preserve your clothes in solid cedar drawers.

MIDDLE: A change holder in the “hidden” top drawer provides a touch of personality.

BOTTOM: Elevating the classic design from the expected, our Panel Bed features captured panel details for added visual interest.
06 Dressing Chest, 30 Landscape Mirror, 45 Panel Bed, 81 Telephone Table, all Orleans finish (details pp. 12, 13)
TOP: Keep mobile devices charged and at the ready with the discreet interior outlet behind the Media Chest’s drop front drawer.

BOTTOM: A pullout writing surface lends a spot of extra space whenever needed.
**BEDROOM**

**058-13 Orleans; 058-63 Barnished Honey**

Cherry and select hardwood solids; rustic cherry veneers; simulated wood components

- **05 DRESSER**
  Two drawers under top molding, six cedar drawers
  67 5/16W  21 7/8D  41 3/4H  (171 x 56 x 106 cm)
  SEE PAGES 6, 7

- **06 DRESSING CHEST**
  Two drawers under top molding, nine cedar drawers
  63W  21 7/8D  47 3/4H  (160 x 56 x 121 cm)
  SEE PAGES 2, 6, 8

- **13 CHEST**
  One drawer under top molding, five cedar drawers
  44 1/2W  21 7/8D  58 3/16H  (113 x 56 x 148 cm)
  SEE PAGE 5

- **16 BACHELOR’S CHEST**
  One drawer under top molding, three cedar drawers, one slipper drawer, touch light underneath
  57 1/2W  19D  35 3/4H  (95 x 48 x 91 cm)

- **30 LANDSCAPE MIRROR**
  44W  5 1/2D  31 3/4H  (112 x 9 x 81 cm)
  SEE PAGES 2, 6, 7, 8

- **80 NIGHT STAND**
  One drawer under top molding, two cedar drawers
  30 5/16W  18 3/8D  30 3/16H  (77 x 48 x 77 cm)
  SEE PAGES 2, 3, 13

- **81 TELEPHONE TABLE**
  Four cedar drawers
  21W  17 3/4D  31 3/4H  (53 x 45 x 81 cm)
  SEE PAGE 9

- **52 SLEIGH BED 5/0 QUEEN**
  Consists of:
  - 152 SLEIGH HEADBOARD 5/0
    65 1/4W  14D  62H  (166 x 36 x 157 cm)
  - 252 SLEIGH FOOTBOARD 5/0
    65 1/4W  8D  25 1/2H  (166 x 20 x 65 cm)
  - 352 PAIR SLEIGH BED RAILS 5/0
    Four wood slats, four center feet
    13 3/8H  74L  (34 x 188 cm)
  Bottom of side rail to floor:  2 5/8H  (7 cm)
  Overall:  65 1/4W  62H  96L  
  (166 x 157 x 244 cm)

- **53 SLEIGH BED 6/6 KING**
  Consists of:
  - 153 SLEIGH HEADBOARD 6/6
    81 1/4W  14D  62H  (206 x 36 x 157 cm)
  - 253 SLEIGH FOOTBOARD 6/6
    81 1/4W  8D  25 1/2H  (206 x 20 x 65 cm)
  - 353 PAIR SLEIGH BED RAILS 6/6
    Four wood slats, eight center feet
    13 3/8H  74L  (34 x 188 cm)
  Bottom of side rail to floor:  2 5/8H  (7 cm)
  Overall:  81 1/4W  62H  96L  
  (206 x 157 x 244 cm)

- **54 SLEIGH BED 6/0 CALIFORNIA KING**
  Consists of:
  - 154 SLEIGH HEADBOARD 6/0
    77 1/4W  14D  62H  (196 x 36 x 157 cm)
  - 254 SLEIGH FOOTBOARD 6/0
    77 1/4W  8D  25 1/2H  (196 x 20 x 65 cm)
  - 354 PAIR SLEIGH BED RAILS, FILLER PANELS 6/0
    Four wood slats, eight center feet
    13 3/8H  78L  (34 x 198 cm)
  Bottom of side rail to floor:  2 5/8H  (7 cm)
  Overall:  77 1/4W  62H  100L  
  (196 x 157 x 254 cm)
  SEE COVER, PAGES 2, 3, 4, 5, 13
- **40 PANEL BED 5/0 QUEEN**

Consists of:
- 140 PANEL HEADBOARD 5/0  
  68 3/4W  4D  68H  (175 x 10 x 173 cm)
- 240 PANEL FOOTBOARD 5/0  
  68 3/4W  4D  27H  (175 x 10 x 69 cm)
- 340 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS 5/0  
  Four wood slats; four center feet  
  7 7/8H  82L  (20 x 208 cm)

Bottom of side rail to floor: 7 3/8H  (19 cm)  
Overall: 68 3/4W  68H  90L  
(175 x 173 x 229 cm)

- **45 PANEL BED 6/6 KING**

Consists of:
- 145 PANEL HEADBOARD 6/6  
  84 3/4W  4D  68H  (215 x 10 x 173 cm)
- 245 PANEL FOOTBOARD 6/6  
  84 3/4W  4D  27H  (215 x 10 x 69 cm)
- 345 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS 6/6  
  Four wood slats; eight center feet  
  7 7/8H  82L  (20 x 208 cm)

Bottom of side rail to floor: 7 3/8H  (19 cm)  
Overall: 84 3/4W  68H  90L  
(215 x 173 x 229 cm)

- **48 PANEL BED 6/0 CALIFORNIA KING**

Consists of:
- 145 PANEL HEADBOARD 6/6  
  84 3/4W  4D  68H  (215 x 10 x 173 cm)
- 245 PANEL FOOTBOARD 6/6  
  84 3/4W  4D  27H  (215 x 10 x 69 cm)
- 60 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS,  
  FILLER PANELS 6/0  
  Four wood slats; eight center feet  
  8 5/8H  86L  (22 x 218 cm)

Bottom of side rail to floor: 7 3/8H  (19 cm)  
Overall: 84 3/4W  68H  94L  
(215 x 173 x 239 cm)

SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER, PAGES 8, 9, 10, 11